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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus for network management Support of 
OAM functionality in a communication network is pre 
Sented. The network manager receives OAM configuration 
information for a Segment that includes a plurality of path 
points. For each path point of the plurality of path points, the 
network manager determines, based on the configuration of 
the network, if the path point is to serve as an OAM source 
or sink for the desired OAM functional path. Based on this 
determination, the network manager generates OAM con 
figuration commands for the Selected path points that are to 
serve as OAM sources and sinks. These OAM configuration 
commands are then provided to the corresponding path 
points Such that the appropriate OAM Sources and Sinks are 
established. 
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NETWORK MANAGEMENT SUPPORT FOR OAM 
FUNCTIONALITY AND METHOD THEREFORE 

0001. The present application is a division of application 
Ser. No. 09/624,756, filed Jul 24, 2000. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Operation and Management (OAM) cells are com 
monly used in asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) commu 
nication networks for various diagnostic purposes. Two 
different types of OAM functionality are generally Sup 
ported. OAM continuity checking is used to determine 
whether or not cells are making their way along a defined 
path, or connection. OAM performance monitoring collects 
and maintains Statistics regarding a particular path, or con 
nection that has been Selected for monitoring. 
0003. Some communication networks may include nodes 
or cards that support OAM functionality as well as nodes or 
cards that do not support OAM functionality. In prior art 
Systems, manual configuration of each node on an individual 
basis is required in order to provide for OAM diagnostic 
information collection within the network. Such manual 
configuration can include configuring a particular OAM 
compatible card to act as an OAM cell Source, as well as 
configuring another OAM compatible card to act as an OAM 
cell sink. OAM cell sources inject OAM cells into the 
dataflow within the network, and OAM sink point extract 
these cells from the dataflow for analysis. 
0004. In prior art systems, OAM continuity checking 
functionality is only Supported when both endpoints of the 
path or link correspond to line cards within nodes that 
support OAM continuity check functionality. Furthermore, 
the entire path over which continuity checking is desired 
cannot contain Inter-Carrier Interfaces, which terminate 
OAM cells, in order for such prior art solutions to provide 
any level of continuity check functionality. 
0005 Additional limitations with prior art OAM support 
are realized when a fault or other problem within the 
network results in re-routing of a particular call or path. If 
OAM functionality was supported over the path prior to the 
need for re-routing, the user must once again manually add 
the appropriate OAM Source and Sink points along the 
newly-routed path once the user has been notified of Such a 
routing change. Furthermore, the user may have to deacti 
Vate prior Source and Sink points to ensure that they do not 
interfere with future OAM verification that is established 
using nodes that were included in the prior paths. 
0006. In addition to the difficulties associated with con 
figuring OAM cell functionality within prior art Systems, 
little Support for Visual representation of OAM Segments is 
available in Such prior art Systems. AS Such, it is very 
inconvenient to determine the paths or nodes over which 
OAM functionality exists. Users are forced to utilize prior 
art graphical user interfaces to Select a particular node, then 
Select a particular shelf within that node, then Select a 
particular card within that shelf, and finally Select a particu 
lar port within that card in order to determine if that port is 
acting as an OAM Source or sink. Having to move through 
So many views is inconvenient to the user, and therefore, 
undesirable. 

0007. Therefore, a need exists for a more efficient means 
for implementing OAM functionality within communication 
network. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a communi 
cation network in accordance with a particular embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0009 FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of another 
communication network in accordance with a particular 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0010 FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram of a method for 
controlling OAM functionality within a network in accor 
dance with the particular embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0011 FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of a network 
diagram of a network management processor in accordance 
with a particular embodiment of the present invention; 
0012 FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of a network 
manager and its various components in accordance with a 
particular embodiment of the present invention; and 
0013 FIG. 6 illustrates a graphical representation of the 
display associated with a graphical user interface in accor 
dance with a particular embodiment over the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0014 Generally, the present invention provides a method 
and apparatus for network management Support of OAM 
functionality in a communication network. The network 
manager receives OAM configuration information for a path 
or logical link that includes a plurality of path points. For 
each path point of the plurality of path points, the network 
manager determines, based on the configuration of the 
network, if the path point is to Serve as an OAM Source or 
sink for the desired OAM functional path. Based on this 
determination, the network manager generates OAM con 
figuration commands for the Selected path points that are to 
serve as OAM sources and sinks. These OAM configuration 
commands are then provided to the corresponding path 
points Such that the appropriate OAM Sources and Sinks are 
established. Interaction with the network manager may be 
facilitated through the use of a graphical user interface that 
accepts OAM configuration information as well as provides 
detailed visual information as to current OAM Sources, 
SinkS, and intermediate path points. If the network manager 
determines that a fault or other occurrence within the 
network results in a reroute condition that affects a path over 
which OAM functionality exists, the network manager can 
automatically reconfigure the various Sources and SinkS 
established for the path to ensure that OAM functionality for 
the path is maintained. Furthermore, the network manager 
can also generate additional Source and Sink points that 
allow for isolation of the particular fault through the use of 
OAM continuity checking. 
0015. By allowing the network manager to Supervise and 
support OAM functionality within the communication net 
work, a great deal of the manual interaction required in prior 
art Systems is eliminated. The graphical user interface Sim 
plifies the Steps required on the part of a user when config 
uring paths or logical links to Support OAM continuity 
checking as well as OAM performance monitoring. The 
graphical user interface also provides visual data that makes 
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the location of various Source and Sink points associated 
with OAM segments obvious to the user. Furthermore, 
because the network manager has a global View as to the 
current State of various paths or connections within the 
network, any alterations to a connection or path that result 
in the need to alter OAM source and sink points can be dealt 
with automatically Such that further user interaction is not 
required. 

0016 Network manager control of OAM setup within the 
network allows the network manager to ensure that maxi 
mum coverage for OAM continuity checking is achieved 
when the Segment over which OAM continuity checking is 
desired is broken up by non-OAM Supporting components. 
Furthermore, network manager control allows for the user to 
configure a path to be a part of a multi-network OAM 
Segment. Such multi-network Segments may only include a 
Source or a sink for OAM cells that represents the beginning 
or the end of the path where the opposite end of the path may 
be located in another network that is not under the network 
manager's direct control. AS Such, the OAM cells may 
originate or terminate in another network, while Still pro 
Viding OAM coverage over at least a portion of the network 
that the network manager itself controls. 
0.017. The invention can be better understood with refer 
ence to FIGS. 1-6. FIG. 1 illustrates a communication 
network 10 that includes a plurality of nodes 31-34 that are 
controlled by a network manager 20. The network manager 
is responsible for configuring the various nodes 31-34 to 
Support the Set up of various paths or logical links over 
which data is to be communicated, as well as being respon 
Sible for detecting problems that may arise within the 
various nodes or links that connect the nodes within the 
network 10. The network manager 20 may perform a num 
ber of functions associated with network management, Such 
as those performed by the 5620 network manager produced 
by Alcatel Networks, Incorporated of Kanata, Ontario, 
Canada. Each of the nodes 31-34 supports OAM function 
ality and therefore can serve as either an OAM cell sink or 
an OAM cell source. The network manager 20 receives 
OAM configuration information, preferably from a graphi 
cal user interface, and generates OAM configuration com 
mands based on the OAM configuration information 
received. The network manager 20 Sends these configuration 
commands to the various nodes 31-34. Such that OAM 
Sources and Sinks are generated at the appropriate points 
within the network based on the configuration information 
received. 

0.018 AS is illustrated, the network 10 includes a non 
compliant network 30 that is intercoupled with the various 
nodes 31-34 such that data traversing from endpoint A41 to 
endpoint B 42 passes through the non-compliant network 
30. In one example, each of the nodes 31-34 is an ATM node 
that supports OAM functionality. The non-compliant net 
work 30 may be a number of network components of a 
different protocol, where the different protocol does not 
Support OAM functionality. In other cases, the non-compli 
ant network 30 may include ATM components that do not 
support OAM functionality. Typically, the ports 51 and 52 of 
the nodes 32 and 33, respectively, are configured as inter 
carrier interface (B-ICI) ports to facilitate the connection 
with the non-compliant network 30. The B-ICI ports break 
the support for OAM cells and therefore the line cards that 
support the B-ICI ports often serve as OAM sinks when they 
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are on the upstream Side of a non-compliant network, and as 
OAM sources when they are in the downstream side of a 
non-compliant network. 

0019 AS stated above, OAM functionality may include 
support for both OAM continuity checking as well as OAM 
performance monitoring. If OAM performance monitoring 
is desired, the additional requirement that both endpoints of 
the OAM performance monitoring Segment must Support 
OAM functionality in order for performance monitoring to 
be Supported. Also, no B-ICI ports are allowed as interme 
diate points associated with the nodes between the end 
points. Thus, OAM performance monitoring Support 
between endpoints A41 and B 42 would not be possible with 
this limitation. However, OAM performance monitoring 
could be configured by the network manager to exist 
between the endpoint A 41 and the port 51 of the node 32. 
Thus, if the user desires Specific performance monitoring 
information as to traffic flow between endpoint A41 and the 
port 51 of node 32, the network manager 20 can configure 
one or more Source and Sink pairs within the nodes 31 and 
32 Such that either unidirectional or bidirectional OAM 
performance monitoring cell traffic results. Similarly, the 
network manager 20 can configure performance monitoring 
support between the port 52 of node 33 and endpoint B 42. 
0020 For OAM continuity checking, the segment defined 
by the user over which OAM continuity checking is desired 
may be broken into a number of Sub-segments if OAM 
continuity checking cannot be maintained Over the entire 
Segment. For example, a user may request OAM continuity 
checking between endpoint A 41 and endpoint B 42. 
Although continuity checking between these two points is 
not possible on the entire Segment due to the intervening 
non-compliant network 30, Some level of continuity check 
ing may be configured by the network manager 20 Such that 
a great deal of the Segment between endpoint A 41 and 
endpoint B 42 is covered. Note that the segment defined by 
endpoints A 41 and B 42 may represent a path, or may only 
represent a logical link. 

0021. If a request for OAM continuity checking support 
over the segment defined by endpoints A 41 and B 42 is 
received, the network manager 20 can derive two Sub 
Segments from this Segment, where OAM continuity check 
ing Support can be provided over each of the Sub-segments. 
The first Sub-segment is between the endpoint A41 and the 
port 51 of node 32. The second sub-segment is between the 
port 52 of node 35 and the endpoint B 42. Thus, although 
OAM continuity checking cannot be provided along the 
entire segment between endpoints A 41 and B 42 (as no 
OAM continuity checking is possible within the non-com 
pliant network), the network manager 20 is able to establish 
OAM continuity checking Support over as much as the 
Segment as possible. 

0022 FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of another 
network 100 that includes a plurality of nodes 110-120 and 
a non-compliant network 122. Each of the nodes 110-120 is 
coupled to a network manager Such that the network man 
ager 20 described with respect to FIG. 1 above. In one 
example, a user defines a path within the network 100 
between the endpoint A 141, which is included in the node 
110, and the endpoint B142, which is included in the node 
116. In the example, the path between endpoint A 141 and 
endpoint B 142 as defined by the user as a unidirectional 
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path Such that cell flow is originated at endpoint A 141 and 
terminated at endpoint B142. This initial path may include 
the nodes 112 and 114. Following configuration of the path, 
the user may determine that OAM continuity checking is 
desirable over the path between endpoint A 141 and end 
point B142. AS Such, the user defined a Segment bounded by 
endpoint A141 and endpoint B142 and indicates that OAM 
continuity checking is desired over the Segment. The defi 
nition of the segment and the selection of OAM continuity 
checking coverage may be performed by the user through 
the use of a graphical user interface that presents the user 
with the various options available for OAM Support over the 
Segment defined by the user. 
0023 For purposes of illustration, the node 110 is 
assumed to not support any OAM functionality. However, 
the nodes 112-116 all provide OAM Support. The network 
manager that controls the OAM functionality preferably 
includes a database that Stores path point parameters for 
each path point, where a path point corresponds to a port in 
an ingreSS or egreSS line card that Supports a particular path 
within a node. These path point parameters indicate whether 
each path point Supports OAM functionality. By referencing 
this database, the network manager can determine that in 
order to provide maximum OAM continuity checking cov 
erage for the Segment defined by the user, an OAM Source 
is to be established within the node 112 and an OAM sink 
is to be established within the node 116. With respect to the 
direction of data flow between the endpoints A 141 and B 
142, the Source is established within the ingress line card of 
the node 112 and the sink established within the egress line 
card of the node 116. Based on this determination, the 
network manager generates OAM configuration commands 
that are sent to the nodes 112 and 116 to establish the OAM 
Source and Sink. 

0024. Following transmission of the OAM configuration 
commands to the nodes that contain the appropriate path 
points, the network manager may perform the additional 
step of verifying that the transmission of the OAM configu 
ration commands to the Selected path points was Successful. 
If the OAM configuration command transmission was 
unsuccessful, an OAM configuration failure notification 
may be generated, where Such a failure notification may be 
relayed to the user via the graphical user interface (GUI). If 
the transmission of the OAM configuration command is 
Successful, an OAM configuration confirmation notification 
may be generated Such that the user is notified that the 
configuration has been Successfully performed. This may be 
communicated via the GUI in a particular form that makes 
the resulting OAM configuration readily apparent to the 
user. The GUI is described in additional detail with respect 
to FIG. 6 below. 

0.025 Continuing with the example, if a fault occurs at 
the link 131 that couples the node 112 and the node 114, data 
traffic between the nodes 112 and 114 is interrupted. The 
network manager can detect Such an interruption in data 
flow and re-route the path established by the user between 
endpoints A and B Such that a new path that traverses the 
network 100 from node 110 through node 118, the non 
compliant network 122, node 120, and finally to the node 
116 is established. ASSuming that the user wishes to maintain 
as much OAM continuity checking as is possible over this 
newly-created path, the network manager can recognize that 
new OAM Sources and SinkS should be created correspond 
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ing to this new path, and those corresponding to the old path 
should be terminated such that they do not interfere with 
future OAM continuity checking that may be configured 
within the network. As a result, the network manager 
generates additional OAM configuration commands Such 
that the Source established at node 112 is terminated. Addi 
tional configuration commands can cause the Sink set up at 
node 116 to be terminated, however, in Some embodiments, 
it may be preferable to leave this OAM sink in place, as it 
may serve as the OAM continuity checking cell Sink for a 
Sub-segment later established. 

0026 Assuming that the nodes 118 and 120 are fully 
Supportive of OAM functionality, two Sub-segments can be 
created to provide maximum OAM continuity checking 
coverage over the Segment between endpoints A 141 and B 
142 along the path going through the non-compliant network 
122. As mentioned above, the node 110 does not support 
OAM functionality, and therefore, no OAM sources or sinks 
are contained within the node 110. With respect to the 
direction of data flow for the unidirectional path, an OAM 
Source can be created within the ingreSS line card of the node 
118. Because the non-compliant network 122 is not capable 
of Supporting OAM cell traffic, OAM cells sourced within 
the ingress line card of the node 118 must be sinked within 
the egress line card of the node 118. Thus, the OAM 
continuity checking cell Source and Sink within the node 118 
may only provide continuity Verification for the Switching 
fabric and other interconnect included within the node 118. 

0027. The second sub-segment that can be established 
along the segment from endpoint A 141 to endpoint B142 
begins in the ingreSS line card of the node 120 and ends at 
the egreSS line card of the node 116. Thus, the appropriate 
OAM configuration commands can be generated and Sent to 
the nodes 116 and 120 Such that a source is created in the 
ingreSS line card of the node 120 and a sink is created within 
the egreSS line card of the node 116. AS mentioned above, the 
sink that existed in the egress line card of the node 116 
before the rerouting of the path was required may be used as 
the Sink for this newly-created Sub-segment Such that addi 
tional command information that terminates this original 
Sink and generates another sink in the same location is not 
required. In other embodiments, the original Sink may be 
terminated and a new sink generated even though both exists 
at the same general location. 

0028. When the fault is detected at the link 131, the 
graphical user interface can be used to relay information 
corresponding to the fault to the user. For instance, a 
particular color may be used to display the fault Such that in 
one example, the color red is used to indicate a break in the 
link that is preventing cell traffic from flowing properly. 

0029. The network manager may use OAM functionality 
to detect and isolate the fault at the link 131. The first 
indication that the network manager receives as to the fault 
at the link 131 may be the lack of receipt of OAM cells by 
the OAM sink originally established within the egress line 
card of the node 116. Such a lack of continuity can indicate 
that there is a fault Somewhere along the Segment over which 
OAM continuity checking is currently Supported. In order to 
isolate this fault, the network manager may reconfigure the 
OAM continuity checking Such that the original continuity 
checking Segment is Separated into a number of Sub-Seg 
ments. Each of these Sub-segments can then be examined to 
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determine if continuity exists acroSS the Sub-segment. Sub 
Sequent division of Sub-segments into Smaller Sub-segments 
is then used to further isolate the fault to a particular node 
or link. 

0.030. In the example shown in FIG. 2, upon detection of 
lack of continuity between the endpoint A 141 and the 
endpoint B 142, the network manager may reconfigure the 
Source and Sink points associated with the Segment Such that 
new Source and Sink points are generated within the node 
114 such that the continuity checking is broken into two 
Sub-segments. In one configuration, the first Sub-segment 
verifies continuity from the ingress line card of the node 112 
to the ingreSS line card of the node 114, and the Second 
Sub-segment verifies continuity from the ingreSS line card of 
the node 114 to the egress line card of the node 116. Based 
on Such a division, the fault will be isolated to the Sub 
Segment between the ingreSS line card 112 and the ingreSS 
line card of the node 114. Further isolation can be achieved 
by Setting up additional Source and Sink points at the egreSS 
line card of the node 112. This will split the sub-segment into 
two additional Sub-segments, where one is wholly within the 
node 112 and the other includes the link 131. This further 
division can determine that the fault lies along the link 131, 
thus enabling the network manager to reroute the path and 
re-establish the various Source and sinks for OAM continu 
ity checking for the newly created path. 

0.031 FIG. 3 illustrates a flow diagram associated with a 
method for controlling OAM functionality within a network. 
The method begins at step 202 where OAM configuration 
information for a Segment is received. The Segment includes 
a plurality of path points, which may correspond to an entire 
path established within the network, or may correspond to 
only a portion of a path. The OAM configuration informa 
tion may include an OAM type indication that Selects at least 
one of OAM performance monitoring and OAM continuity 
checking. The OAM configuration information may be 
received at step 204 via a GUI that facilitates user configu 
ration of OAM segments and functionality within the net 
work. 

0032. At step 206, it is determined for each path point of 
the plurality of path points along the Segment, whether or not 
each of the path points is to provide at least one of an OAM 
Source and an OAM Sink. Such a determination is based on 
the configuration of the network and path point parameters 
Stored in a database that indicate whether each path point 
supports OAM functionality. Depending on whether the 
OAM configuration information indicates that the Segment 
is a unidirectional or bi-directional Segment, Some path 
points may serve as an OAM Source that generates OAM 
cells, an OAM sink that terminates OAM cells, or as both an 
OAM source and an OAM sink in the case of a bi-directional 
Segment. 

0033. The determination for each path point if the path 
point is to serve as an OAM source or an OAM sink may 
also include determining if each path point is to Serve as an 
intermediate OAM path point. Intermediate OAM path 
points correspond to path points that exist between an OAM 
Source and an OAM sink. In order to ensure that OAM cells 
are not Sourced or Sinked at Such intermediate path points, 
configuration commands may be generated Such that any 
existing Source configurations or Sink configurations for 
these intermediate path points are cleared prior to establish 
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ment of the OAM Sources and sinks associated with the 
OAM configuration information received at step 202. 
0034. In the case of OAM configuration information 
corresponding to OAM continuity checking, the determina 
tion performed at step 206 may include the determination of 
a plurality of Sources and Sinks associated with a number of 
Sub-segments. AS described above, OAM performance 
monitoring requires OAM Support on the part of both 
endpoints of the Segment. In the case of OAM continuity 
checking, the Segment can be broken into a number of 
Sub-segments, where OAM continuity checking is Supported 
over each of the Sub-segments Such that at least Some 
continuity checking coverage over the Segment is achieved. 
0035. At step 208, the appropriate OAM configuration 
commands are generated corresponding to the Selected path 
points that are to provide the OAM Source and SinkS. At Step 
210, the OAM commands are provided to the selected path 
points Such that the OAM Sources and Sinks are configured. 

0036). In some embodiments, verification of the transmis 
Sion of the configuration commands occurS Such that estab 
lishment of the OAM functionality is also confirmed. Thus, 
at step 212, the transmission of the OAM configuration 
commands to the Selected path points is verified. At Step 214 
it is determined whether or not the transmission of the 
commands, and thus the configuration of the Sources and 
SinkS, was Successful. If not, the method proceeds to Step 
216 where an OAM failure indication is generated. This 
failure indication may be provided to the user via the GUI, 
or may result in additional OAM configuration commands 
being attempted before the user is notified. 

0037. If it is determined at step 214 that the transmission 
of the OAM configuration commands was Successful, the 
method proceeds to step 218. At step 218, an OAM con 
figuration confirmation indication is generated, which may 
be provided to the user via the GUI. 
0038. In some embodiments, the OAM configuration 
methodology may Support multi-network OAM Segments. 
In a multi-network OAM segment, the OAM cells may be 
Sourced or Sinked in a network other than the network that 
is under direct control of the network manager performing 
the OAM configuration. For example, a network manager 
may control all of network B, which is coupled to network 
A. The networks A and B may be coupled by an internetwork 
service interface (B-ISSI). Network A may include an OAM 
continuity checking Source for the path over which conti 
nuity is to be verified, where the path extends acroSS the link 
between network A and network B. With the Source in 
network A, only an OAM sink is required in network B to 
complete the Segment over which OAM continuity checking 
is to be verified. By including the capability for the OAM 
configuration information to indicate that the Segment is a 
portion of a multi-network OAM segment, this may allow 
the network manager to properly configure an OAM Source 
or Sink within the network to Serve as a single endpoint for 
the multi-network OAM segment. 

0039 FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of a network 
management processor 300 that may be included within a 
network manager associated with controlling OAM func 
tionality within a network. The network management pro 
cessor 300 includes a processing module 302 and a memory 
304. The processing module 302 may include a single 
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processing entity or a plurality of processing entities. Such 
a processing entity may be a microprocessor, a microcon 
troller, a digital Signal processor, a State machine, logic 
circuitry, or any device that processes information based on 
operational or programming instructions. 
0040. The memory 304 may be a single memory device 
or a plurality of memory devices. Such a memory device 
may be a read-only memory device, a random acceSS 
memory device, a floppy disk, a hard drive memory, or any 
device that stores digital information. Note that when the 
processing module 302 has one or more of its functions 
performed by a State machine or logic circuitry, the memory 
containing the corresponding operational instructions is 
embedded within the State machine or logic circuitry. 
0041. The memory 304 stores programming or opera 
tional instructions that allow the processing module 302 to 
perform at least portions of the method illustrated in FIG. 3. 
Thus, the operational instructions Stored within the memory 
304, when executed by the processing module 302, cause the 
processing module 302 to perform functions associated with 
configuring OAM Sources and Sinks within the communi 
cation network. In the case where the network management 
processor 300 stores a database that is referenced to deter 
mine the path point parameters that indicate whether or not 
either path point within the network Supports OAM func 
tionality, such a database may be stored in the memory 304. 
0.042 FIG. 5 includes a graphical representation of the 
various component entities within a network manager 320 
that may perform various functions associated with OAM 
functionality configuration. The network manager 320 is 
shown to include a database 330 and a number of processes 
321-325 that interact with each other and the database in 
order to generate information provided to a user as well as 
configuration commands provided to various path points 
included within nodes of the network that the network 
manager 320 controls. 
0043. The user interface process 322 receives OAM 
configuration information from a user, where Such informa 
tion may be provided via a GUI. The GUI may also serve as 
a means for communicating the results of configuration 
requests back to the user Such that the user understands the 
current OAM functionality as it exists within various Seg 
ments included within the network. In Some embodiments, 
when OAM performance monitoring Support is desired, the 
graphical user interface may be set up Such that if the 
endpoints for a particular path do not Support OAM func 
tionality, the OAM performance monitoring option will not 
be available to the user. Additional details regarding the GUI 
are provided in the discussion of FIG. 6 below. 
0044) The node interface 325 interacts with the various 
nodes and updates the database 330, where the database 330 
Stores information regarding the various interconnections 
between nodes, the current state of OAM sources and sinks 
within the network, etc. Thus, the node interface 325 is 
responsible for providing configuration commands to the 
various nodes and for determining whether or not the nodes 
respond appropriately to those commands. For example, if a 
configuration command is provided to a node with the 
expectation that confirmation of execution of the command 
is to be received by the node interface 325, and no such 
confirmation is received, the node interface 325 may update 
the database 330 to indicate that the command was not 
properly executed. 
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004.5 The database 330 communicates with the change 
notifier 323 such that when something within the database 
changes, the change notifier 323 communicates the change 
to the appropriate other processes that are running within the 
network manager 320. For example, if the node interface 
325 determines that a configuration command was properly 
executed Such that OAM performance monitoring now is 
Supported over a particular Segment, it will update the 
database 330 to reflect this coverage. The database 330 flags 
the change to the change notifier 323, which relays the 
appropriate information to the user interface 322 Such that 
the user interface 322 can notify the user as to the perfor 
mance monitoring coverage now present within the network. 
0046) The diagnostics process 324 controls the insertion 
of the various OAM sources and sinks within the network. 
The diagnostics process 324 does this based on new requests 
corresponding to new paths within the network or to a new 
OAM Support request corresponding to an existing path. In 
other cases, the OAM sources and sinks may be established 
to correspond to a new path that is just being connected 
based on a request received from the bandwidth allocation 
process 321, where the bandwidth allocation process 321 
Stores pending paths requests that cannot initially be estab 
lished due to bandwidth limitations within the network. 
Thus, when enough bandwidth is freed up Such that a request 
can be processed, the OAM functionality associated with 
that path that is also pending is configured by the diagnostics 
process 324. 
0047 The diagnostics process 324 utilizes the informa 
tion included in the database as to how the network is 
configured to determine where Support for OAM Sources 
and SinkS is available. Based on this determination, the 
diagnostics process 324 determines where the appropriate 
Sources and Sinks are placed for each Segment over which 
OAM Support is desired. 
0048. The diagnostics process 324 may cause the con 
figuration commands provided to the nodes to be generated 
by setting up command records within the database 330. 
Each command record may correspond to a particular Source 
or Sink point within a node in the network. The change 
notifier 323 detects the new command records and flags the 
node interface 325. The node interface 325 can then fetch 
these command records from the database and issue the 
proper commands Such that the Sources and Sinks are 
established. Such configuration commands can include the 
direction that the OAM cells should be sent for an OAM 
Source, how often Such cells should be generated, what type 
of OAM cells are to be generated, etc. Thus, configuration 
commands can include all of the parameters required to 
obtain the desired OAM coverage, where the various param 
eters may be determined based on the OAM parameters 
described in the ATM specification. 
0049 Upon issuance of the configuration commands, the 
node interface 325 monitors the communication with the 
nodes to ensure that Such configuration commands were 
received by the nodes. Once confirmation has occurred, the 
database is updated to reflect the execution of the various 
command records. The diagnostics proceSS can then remove 
command records that have been Successfully completed, or 
generate new command records when previously established 
command records are not properly executed. 
0050 FIG. 6 illustrates a graphical representation of a 
display portion 400 that may be associated with the GUI that 
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Supports OAM configuration within a network. The particu 
lar example illustrated in FIG. 6 may represent an example 
display image provided to a user for a Segment that includes 
three nodes, each of which is represented with a node icon, 
which may be made up of a number of port icons. The first 
node includes ports 442 and 443. Port 442 may be on a first 
line card within the node, whereas the port 443 may be on 
a Second line card, where the first and Second line cards are 
intercoupled via a Switching fabric represented by the “X” 
along the line connecting the port 442 and the port 443. 
Similarly, the second node includes ports 444 and 445, and 
the third node includes ports 446 and 447. 
0051. The first node is coupled to the second node via a 

first physical link 431, and the second node is coupled to the 
third node via a second physical link 432. The labels 
corresponding to each of the ports 442-447 and the physical 
links 431-432 may be included in the display portion 400 of 
the GUI Such that the user can readily appreciate where the 
various ports are located with respect to their corresponding 
nodes. 

0.052 In the particular example illustrated, a bi-direc 
tional OAM continuity checking Segment has been config 
ured. The Segment is defined by endpoints corresponding to 
the port 442 and the port 447. However the port 447 does not 
support OAM functionality. This may be indicated on the 
display using a particular color or other icon Variant to 
represent non-OAM Supporting ports. AS Such, the OAM 
cells used for continuity verification are Sourced by the ports 
442 (for cells moving left to right) and by the port 446 (for 
cells moving from right to left). 
0053 An OAM source is preferably indicated by the GUI 
using a dataflow Source icon Such as the dataflow Source 
icon 410. In the example illustrated, the data flow source 
icon 410 is displayed using a block accompanied by an 
arrow pointing away from the block. The icons present 
above the ports and physical links correspond to cell flow 
from left to right, whereas the icon below the ports and 
physical linkS correspond to cell flow from right to left. 
Thus, another cell Source is indicated by the dataflow Source 
icon 420, where the dataflow source icon 420 corresponds to 
the cell flow initiated by the port 446. 
0.054 The dataflow sink icon 414 corresponds to an 
OAM sink that terminates the cells sourced by the port 442. 
In the example illustrated, a dataflow Sink icon is displayed 
using a block with an arrow pointed toward the block. The 
dataflow Sink icon 414 corresponds to a sink associated with 
the OAM cell traffic moving from left to right in the 
network. A similar dataflow sink icon 424 under the port 442 
indicates that cells sourced by the port 446 are sinked within 
the port 442. 
0.055 Due to the fact that some segments may include a 
large number of nodes that require more display Space than 
is present on a typical display Screen, a Scroll bar may be 
included at the top or bottom of the display portion 400 such 
that the user can move along the Segment being examined to 
Spot the various Sources and Sinks associated with the 
Segment. 

0056 Because some segments may be very long, inter 
mediate path points associated with the Segment may also be 
represented with a corresponding dataflow intermediate 
node icon. Examples of this dataflow intermediate node icon 
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for cell traffic moving from left to right are icons 411-413, 
each of which corresponds to an intermediate path point for 
OAM cells sourced by the port 442 which are terminated by 
the sink within the port 446. Similarly, dataflow intermediate 
node icons 421-423 represent intermediate path points cor 
responding cell flow from the port 446 to the port 442. The 
dataflow intermediate node icon used to represent interme 
diate path points may include a Slash followed by an arrow, 
where the direction of the slash and arrow indicate the cell 
flow direction. 

0057 By providing these icons corresponding to source 
points, sink points, and intermediate points, a user can 
readily determine where OAM coverage exists within a 
particular Segment of the network. In Some embodiments, 
different color Schemes may be used in conjunction with the 
icons in order to add more meaning to the display provided 
by the GUI. For example, a red icon may represent a faulty 
Source/sink, whereas a green icon indicates a functional 
Source/sink. Such a GUI provides many improvements over 
prior art GUI displays that force a user to click through 
multiple levels corresponding to each node to determine 
whether or not an OAM source or an OAM sink was present 
within the node. Furthermore, Such prior art Systems did not 
provide any indication of intermediate path points Such that 
a user would at least be able to determine whether or not the 
node that they clicked down into was included in an active 
OAM segment. 
0058. The icons and methodology for displaying a rep 
resentation of dataflow described with respect to FIG. 6 may 
also be used in communication network applications other 
than OAM functionality. These other applications may 
include other diagnostic applications where the icons indi 
cate the dataflow characteristics associated with diagnostic 
cell flow. Other applications outside of the diagnostics area 
may also benefit from such a GUI. 
0059. In the foregoing specification, the invention has 
been described with reference to specific embodiments. 
However, one of ordinary skill in the art appreciates that 
various modifications and changes can be made without 
departing from the Scope of the present invention as Set forth 
in the claims below. Accordingly, the Specification and 
figures are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive Sense, and all Such modifications are intended to 
be included within the Scope of present invention. 
0060 Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to prob 
lems have been described above with regard to specific 
embodiments. However, the benefits, advantages, Solutions 
to problems, and any element(s) that may cause any benefit, 
advantage, or Solution to occur or become more pronounced 
are not to be construed as a critical, required, or essential 
feature or element of any or all the claims. AS used herein, 
the terms “comprises,”“comprising,” or any other variation 
thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, 
Such that a process, method, article, or apparatus that com 
prises a list of elements does not include only those elements 
but may include other elements not expressly listed or 
inherent to Such process, method, article, or apparatus. 
0061 The following subject matter is found in the claims 
of application Ser. No. 09/624,756, of which the present 
application is a divisional application: 
0062 1. A method for controlling Operation and Man 
agement (OAM) functionality within a network, comprising: 
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0063 receiving OAM configuration information for a 
Segment, wherein the Segment includes a plurality of 
path points; 

0064 for each path point of the plurality of path points, 
determining, based on configuration of the network, if 
the path point is to provide at least one of an OAM 
Source and an OAM sink, wherein OAM sources gen 
erate OAM cells and OAM sinks terminate OAM cells; 

0065 generating OAM configuration commands for 
Selected path points, wherein the Selected path points 
are path points which are to provide at least one an 
OAM Source and an OAM sink; and 

0066 providing the OAM configuration commands to 
corresponding path points of the Selected path points. 

0067 2. The method of claim 1 further comprises: 
0068 verifying transmission of the OAM configura 
tion commands to the Selected path points; 

0069 when transmission of the OAM configuration 
commands is unsuccessful, generating an OAM con 
figuration failure notification; and 

0070 when transmission of the OAM configuration 
commands is Successful, generating an OAM configu 
ration confirmation notification. 

0.071) 3. The method of claim 2 further comprises: dis 
playing verified results of the OAM configuration com 
mands using a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
0.072 4. The method of claim 3, wherein displaying 
further comprises using a first color to indicate Successful 
configuration commands and a Second color to indicate 
unsuccessful configuration commands. 
0.073 5. The method of claim 3 further comprises moni 
toring transmission of OAM cells from OAM sources to 
OAM sinkS configured as a result of the configuration 
information, and when Such monitoring determines a OAM 
fault within the Segment, displaying a graphical representa 
tion of the OAM fault using the GUI. 
0.074 6. The method of claim 5 further comprises isolat 
ing the OAM fault by establishing at least one of an 
additional OAM source and an OAM sink. 

0075 7. The method of claim 3, wherein the OAM 
configuration information is received via the GUI. 

0076 8. The method of claim 1, wherein the OAM 
configuration information is Sourced by a bandwidth allo 
cation process that Stores pending path requests, wherein the 
Segment is included in a formerly pending path request that 
is established. 

0077 9. The method of claim 1, wherein determining for 
each path point if the path point is to provide at least one of 
an OAM source and an OAM sink further comprises refer 
encing a database that Stores path point parameters, wherein 
the path point parameters indicate whether each path point 
supports OAM functionality. 

0078 10. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the 
OAM configuration information further compriseS receiving 
the OAM configuration information from a user interface. 
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0079 11. The method of claim 1, wherein the segment for 
which the OAM configuration information is received is a 
path or a portion of a path. 
0080 12. The method of claim 1, wherein determining 
for each path point if the path point is to provide at least one 
of an OAM source and an OAM sink further comprises 
determining for each path point if the path point is to Serve 
as an intermediate OAM path point, wherein when the path 
point is to Serve as the intermediate path point any existing 
OAM Source configurations and OAM sink configurations 
are cleared for the path point. 
0081) 13. The method of claim 1, wherein the OAM 
configuration information includes an OAM type indication 
that Selects at least one of OAM performance monitoring 
and OAM continuity checking. 

0082) 14. The method of claim 13, wherein when the 
OAM configuration information indicates that the OAM 
type is OAM continuity checking, the Selected path points 
include a plurality of OAM sources and a plurality of OAM 
SinkS Such that the Segment is broken into a plurality of 
OAM continuity checking Sub-segments. 

0083) 15. The method of claim 1 further comprises, after 
providing the OAM configuration commands: 

0084 detecting a change in the network configuration 
that results in the Segment being changed to produce a 
changed Segment, and 

0085 reconfiguring the OAM sources and sinks along 
the Segment and the changed Segment. 

0086) 16. The method of claim 1, wherein the OAM 
configuration information includes an indication that the 
Segment is a portion of a multi-network OAM Segment. 
0087. 17. A network manager that controls Operation and 
Management (OAM) functionality within a network, com 
prising: 

0088) 
0089 memory operably coupled to the processor, 
wherein the memory Stores operating instructions that, 
when executed by the processor, cause the processor to 
perform functions that include: 

a proceSSOr, 

0090 for each path point of a plurality of path points 
included in a Segment for which OAM configuration 
information has been received, determining, based on 
configuration of the network, if the path point is to 
provide at least one of an OAM source and an OAM 
sink, wherein OAM sources generate OAM cells and 
OAM sinks terminate OAM cells; 

0091 generating OAM configuration commands for 
Selected path points, wherein the Selected path points 
are path points which are to provide at least one an 
OAM Source and an OAM sink; and 

0092 providing the OAM configuration commands to 
corresponding path points of the Selected path points. 

0093. 18. The network manager of claim 17, wherein the 
operating instructions cause the processor to perform addi 
tional functions that include: 

0094 verifying transmission of the OAM configura 
tion commands to the Selected path points; 
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0095 when transmission of the OAM configuration 
commands is unsuccessful, generating an OAM con 
figuration failure notification; and 

0096 when transmission of the OAM configuration 
commands is Successful, generating an OAM configu 
ration confirmation notification. 

0097. 19. The network manager of claim 18, wherein the 
processor Supports a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and 
wherein the operating instructions cause the processor to 
perform an additional function of displaying verified results 
of the OAM configuration commands using the GUI. 
0098. 20. The network manager of claim 19, wherein the 
OAM configuration information is received by the processor 
via the GUI. 

0099] 21. The network manager of claim 17, wherein the 
processor performs the function of determining for each path 
point if the path point is to provide at least one of an OAM 
Source and an OAM Sink by referencing a database that 
Stores path point parameters, wherein the path point param 
eters indicate whether each path point Supports OAM func 
tionality. 

0100 22. The network manager of claim 21, wherein the 
database is Stored in the memory. 
0101) 23. The network manager of claim 17, wherein the 
OAM configuration information includes an OAM type 
indication that Selects at least one of OAM performance 
monitoring and OAM continuity checking. 
0102 24. The network manager of claim 23, wherein 
when the OAM configuration information indicates that the 
OAM type is OAM continuity checking, the selected path 
points include a plurality of OAM Sources and a plurality of 
OAM sinks such that the segment is broken into a plurality 
of OAM continuity checking Sub-segments. 

0103). 25. The network manager of claim 17, wherein the 
operating instructions cause the processor to perform addi 
tional functions that include, after providing the OAM 
configuration commands: 

0104 detecting a change in the network configuration 
that results in the Segment being changed to produce a 
changed Segment, and 

0105 reconfiguring the OAM sources and sinks along 
the Segment and the changed Segment. 

0106 26. A network that supports network management 
control of Operation and Management (OAM) functionality 
within the network, comprising: 

0107 a network manager that receives OAM configu 
ration information and generates OAM configuration 
commands based on the OAM configuration informa 
tion received; and 

0.108 a plurality of nodes operably coupled to the 
network manager, wherein at least a portion of the 
plurality of nodes are configured by the OAM configu 
ration commands generated by the network manager 
Such at least one of an OAM Source and an OAM sink 
is created within the network. 

0109). 27. The network of claim 26, wherein the OAM 
configuration information is provided to the network man 
ager via a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
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0110 28. The network of claim 27, wherein the network 
manager verifies execution of the configuration commands 
and provides verification information to the GUI for display. 
0.111) 29. The network of claim 26, wherein upon detec 
tion of a fault in the network, the network manager generates 
additional OAM configuration commands that are provided 
to at least a portion of the plurality of nodes in order to 
isolate the fault. 

0112. 30. The network of claim 26, wherein the OAM 
configuration information includes at least one of OAM 
continuity checking configuration information and OAM 
performance monitoring configuration information. 

0113. 31. The network of claim 30, wherein for OAM 
continuity checking configuration that corresponds to a 
Segment within the network, the network manager generates 
a plurality of Sets of OAM configuration commands, 
wherein each Set of OAM configuration commands includes 
an OAM source configuration command and an OAM sink 
configuration command corresponding to a Sub-segment of 
the Segment. 

0114 32. The network of claim 26, wherein the network 
manager includes a database that indicates OAM function 
ality Support parameters corresponding to each node of the 
plurality of nodes, wherein the network manager generates 
the OAM configuration commands based on the OAM 
functionality Support parameters and the OAM configura 
tion information received. 

0115 33. The network of claim 26, wherein when the 
network manager determines a change in the network that 
affects currently established OAM functionality, the network 
manager generates additional OAM configuration com 
mands that results in modified OAM functionality that is 
compatible with the change in the network. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for displaying a representation of dataflow 

for in a communication network that includes a plurality of 
nodes, comprising: 

displaying a plurality of node icons corresponding to the 
plurality of nodes, 

displaying a dataflow Source icon proximal to a first node 
of the plurality of nodes, wherein the first node initiates 
the dataflow, wherein the dataflow Source icon indi 
cates direction of dataflow; and 

displaying a dataflow Sink icon to a Second node of the 
plurality of nodes, wherein the Second node terminates 
the dataflow, wherein the dataflow sink icon indicates 
the direction of dataflow. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprises displaying at 
least one dataflow intermediate node icon proximal to at 
least one intermediate node of the plurality of nodes, 
wherein the at least one intermediate node is between the 
first and Second nodes with respect to the dataflow, wherein 
each intermediate node icon indicates the direction of data 
flow. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein different colored icons 
are used to distinguish between different types of cell traffic 
in the dataflow. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the dataflow includes 
diagnostics cells. 
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5. The method of claim 4, wherein the dataflow includes 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) Operation and Manage 
ment (OAM) cells. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the OAM cells are 
continuity checking OAM cells. 

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the OAM cells are 
performance monitoring OAM cells. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the Source icon and 
Sink icon correspond to dataflow in a first direction, wherein 
the Source icon and the Sink icon are positioned above the 
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plurality of node icons, wherein the method further com 
prises displaying additional icons corresponding to data flow 
in a Second direction below the plurality of node icons. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying further 
comprises displaying to a portion of a display window, 
wherein the display window includes a scroll bar for scroll 
ing between which portion of the plurality of nodes is 
displayed within a visible portion of the display window. 

k k k k k 


